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1. INTRODUCTION

Decreasing infant mortality is one of the main goals of the global community. The Millennium Development Goals established the aim of reducing infant mortality by two-thirds by the year 2015, and although good progress has been made, this goal has not been reached. Current Sustainable Development Goals include decreasing neonatal mortality, and to very low figures by the year 2030 for children under 5 years of age. The majority of infant deaths is preventable. Their causes vary and are closely related with social determinants and the population’s effective access to health services [1, 2].

Over recent years, the literatures on both economics and health have reported evidence of the negative effects of armed conflict on children’s health [3–6].

Colombia is a country that has experienced armed conflict for over 50 years, where an estimated 220,000 deaths have occurred as a result. Large geographic differences exist in the infant mortality rate in Colombia. The National Administrative Department of Statistics (DANE in Spanish) estimated a mortality rate among infants under 1 year of age of 17.23 per 1,000 live births (LB) for the year 2014. Large differences have also been found among the country’s municipalities, with municipal rates ranging from under 10 to over 70 infant deaths per 1,000 LB. Although the cause of these differences can be explained by the convergence of many factors, armed conflict and the variation in its intensity are among the reasons and can directly affect mortality in infants under 1 year of age.

In the year 2012, the Colombian Government initiated talks in Havana with FARC forces in order to end the conflict. In 2016, the cycle of talks with FARC concluded with the signing of the peace accords. It is very important to identify the possible consequences of the end of the conflict with FARC on infant health. To do so, the effect of the armed conflict on infant mortality needs to be separated from the effect of other determinants. These results are highly relevant for Colombia as well as for other countries in situations involving armed conflict.

Performing an adequate diagnostic of the effect of exposure to armed conflict during pregnancy and early infancy on outcomes that are as important as mortality and the use of health services is the first step towards generating an overall picture that shows us what those consequences have been and provides the basis on which challenges and their possible solutions could begin to be proposed.

---

1 The main outcomes of interest evaluated by these studies were anthropometric measurements.
3 For example, it is clear that many of the municipalities with high infant mortality rates are also those where the intensity of armed conflict was high.
4 FARC is the largest rebel group in Colombia.
5 There is no empirical evidence of high quality worldwide, and there is no type of evidence in Colombia.
2. QUESTION

What is the effect of exposure to armed conflict during pregnancy, birth and the first three months of life on mortality and the use of health services among infants under 1 year of age in Colombia?
3. **OBJECTIVES**

3.1. **Overall objective**

To determine the effect of exposure to armed conflict during pregnancy, birth and the first three months of life on mortality and the use of health services among infants under 1 year of age in Colombia.

3.2. **Specific objectives**

1. To identify the municipalities exposed and not exposed to armed conflict and the intensity of the conflict during the Havana talks between the Colombian government and FARC forces.
2. To describe the rates of miscarriages, stillbirths, perinatal deaths, and death of infants under 1 year of age from the municipalities affected and not affected by the armed conflict during the Havana talks between the Colombian government and FARC forces.
3. To determine the rate of use of emergency and hospital services by infants under 1 year of age from municipalities affected and not affected by armed conflict during the Havana talks between the Colombian government and FARC forces.
4. To compare the rate of mortality and use of hospital services among infants under 1 year of age in municipalities affected and not affected by armed conflict during the Havana talks between the Colombian government and FARC forces.
4. METHODS

4.1. Type of study

Retrospective study of cohorts of all pregnant women and infants born between January 2013 and December 2017 in Colombia (includes a regression discontinuity design [7, 8]).

4.2. Population

Two cohorts will be generated:

- Exposed cohort: to include all pregnant women and infants born in the municipalities in Colombia during periods when FARC implemented partial ceasefires during the Havana talks.
- Unexposed cohort: to include all pregnant women and infants born in the municipalities in Colombia during periods when FARC did not implement partial ceasefires during the Havana talks.

4.3. Sample size

Partial analyses of the information show that during this observation period there were over 3 million pregnant women in the entire country. The entire universe of pregnant women and live births recorded in the vital statistics records will be used.

4.4. Variables

As will be presented next, for each pregnancy and infant included in the cohort, this study will identify exposure to armed conflict during pregnancy, birth and at least the first month of life, whether there is a death and effective consumption of health services during the first year of life.6

4.4.1. Exposure variable

The exposure to armed conflict that will be evaluated will be exposure that affects the infant at the time of birth and continuously until the first month of life. The following information will be used to identify exposure.

4.4.1.1. Ceasefires during the Havana talks (exogenous treatment)

During the Havana peace talks, FARC declared a unilateral ceasefire seven times as a sign to the Colombian government of “good faith.” These primarily correspond to dates related

---

6 All the sources of information presented in this document are anonymized under the responsibility of Giancarlo Buitrago, and exclusively for use in research.
with national holidays, elections and when the talks were making progress. A ceasefire declared during the Havana talks can be interpreted to be exogenous treatment since they occurred during political negotiations and were nationwide. This study will use only the ceasefires having over three months of continuity, which correspond to the following periods: 7,8

2. Sixth unilateral and indefinite “ceasefire” from July 20, 2015, until the signing of the peace accord.

These periods of ceasefire did not affect all the municipalities, only those that historically had been under FARC control. The following map represents these municipalities in the year 2012.9

---

7 Source: https://www.farc-ep.co/unilateral.html

8 Other ceasefires were declared by FARC, but do not meet the minimum time period of three months: i) first unilateral and temporary “ceasefire” from November 20, 2012 to January 20, 2013; ii) second unilateral and temporary “ceasefire” from December 15, 2013 to January 15, 2014; iii) third unilateral and temporary “ceasefire” from May 20, 2014 to May 28, 2014; and iv) fourth unilateral and temporary “ceasefire” from June 9, 2014 to June 30, 2014.

4.4.1.2. **Intensity of exposure**

To identify the intensity of the exposure to the armed conflict during the observation period (2012 – 2017), a monthly municipal panel will be designed, which will include information from reports of victims associated with conflict, combat, attacks and extortion claims associated with FARC and other armed groups. The following sources of information will be used:

4. Colombian Longitudinal Survey of the Andes (ELCA in Spanish): based on the measurements obtained by ELCA, the intensity of the conflict at the municipal level will be identified as a measure of exposure to conflict. See [https://encuestalongitudinal.uniandes.edu.co/es/](https://encuestalongitudinal.uniandes.edu.co/es/)

**4.4.2. Outcome variables**

The following outcome variables will be used: i) mortality from any cause during pregnancy and until the first year of life and ii) effective use of health services during the pregnancy and until the first year of life. The following sources will be used to identify each of these.

4.4.2.1. **Mortality of pregnant women and infants during pregnancy and until the first year of life**

Data from birth and death certificates will be used to identify pregnant women and infants who died during pregnancy and during the first year of life.

4.4.2.2. **Consumption of health care resources during the pregnancy and until first year of life**

Colombia’s National Social Security Health System covers approximately 97% of the population. Based on national sources of health system data, the study will identify the resources consumed by all the pregnant women and their infants in the cohort during the first year of life. In particular, the following services will be identified:

i) Prenatal controls
ii) Outpatients visits for general and specialized medicine
iii) Hospitalizations
iv) Emergency department visits
v) Intensive care unit admissions
The following sources of information will be used:

1. Capitation Payment Unit (UPC in Spanish) sufficiency database (years 2012 – 2015). This database of information contains all the services that the Health Care Provider Companies (EPS in Spanish) paid under the UPC.¹⁰
2. Individual Registry of Health Services Provided (RIPS in Spanish). Information from RIPS will be used, which contains all the health care provided by each of the health providers in the country.

4.4.3. Control variables

Based on the information from the birth certificates, death certificates and the UPS and RIPS datasets, the characteristics of the mother, the pregnancy and the family will be identified to serve as control for the impact analysis. In particular, preexisting comorbidities, ages and the educational levels reported will be identified.

4.5. Analysis

The main analytical approach will be a regression discontinuity design. Nevertheless, if the assumptions of the regression discontinuity are not met, other strategies will be used to accomplish the study’s objective.

4.5.1. Regression Discontinuity

We will use a regression discontinuity (RD), a quasi-experimental study design, to permit causal inference in the absence of treatment randomization. In this design, the conflict violence exposure (“treatment”) status of each individual is determined by a threshold of a continuous variable. This assignment rule generates a discontinuity in the probability of exposure, and under certain conditions this assignment is as good as random for individuals near to the threshold. Therefore, this analytical design can identify the causal effect of exposure for these individuals. Exposure assignment following such a rule may be either deterministic (there is a deterministic change of the probability of being exposed) or nondeterministic (the probability of being exposed is higher on one side of the threshold than on the other side). The approach in the first case is called sharp RD and, in the second, fuzzy RD.

The ceasefires declared by FARC generated a discontinuous decrease in the number of conflict events to which women who started their pregnancy or infants who born just after the ceasefire were exposed. Thus, we used the ceasefires as thresholds of the RD design to

¹⁰ The main researcher (Giancarlo Buitrago) currently has the information from the UPC database only for the contributory system. Nevertheless, a request will be sent to the Ministry of Health to obtain the information from the subsidized system.
estimate the causal effect of a decrease in exposure to armed conflict events during pregnancy on the risks of miscarriage, stillbirth, perinatal mortality, and mortality during the first year of life.

The strategy proposed by Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik [9] will be used for this estimation, in which the effect will be estimated based on differences in the expected values of the outcome variable when the score variable (in this case the date of conception or date of birth) approaches the cut-off, from the right or the left. This expected value will be obtained using a first-order polynomial regression. Standard errors will be adjusted with a higher-order polynomial [10]. Since the ceasefires were broken at times, a fuzzy regression discontinuity will be used based on the violent events registered in the municipal panel from the various sources of information mentioned previously. Graphs will be generated and standard statistical tests will be performed to ensure non-manipulation of the assumptions and the continuity of baseline variables [7].

4.5.2 Instrumental variables

As mentioned before, if the assumptions of the regression discontinuity are met, then two additional methodological approaches will be used. The first proposal will be to analyze the instrumental variables, in which the violent events in the municipalities in which the pregnant women and infants in the cohort were born will be compared with the ceasefires declared by FARC [11]. Two-stage least squares will be performed. In the first stage, a regression will be run between the number of monthly violent events per municipality and the ceasefires declared by FARC, and the predicted values of this first model will be estimated. The second stage will consist of running regressions between the outcome variables and the predicted values from the first model. For an instrument to be adequate, it must meet at least two assumptions: exogeneity and relevance. As mentioned, a ceasefire is considered to be an exogenous intervention, and therefore, it will only be related with the outcome variables through the exposure to violent events during pregnancy and after birth during the first month of life. The relevance of the instrument is clear, the ceasefire decreased violent events by FARC.

4.5.3. Differences in differences

Lastly, an analysis of differences in differences will be conducted [12]. A control group of all municipalities without the presence of FARC will be used, which will be divided into municipalities with armed conflict (ELN and others) and those without the presence of armed groups. The treatment group will be municipalities that have been under FARC control. There will be pre- and post-treatment groups corresponding to the periods of the ceasefires. As mentioned in the regression discontinuity analysis, only pregnant women and infants who are guaranteed to have at least one month of exposure will be included. The assumption of parallel trends will be evaluated, and in their absence, paired methods will be used with propensity indices, based on the control variables presented previously.
5. ETHICAL ASPECTS

This study will not perform any interventions whatsoever that involve the observation of patients or individuals. The research will not influence the individual treatment of each case. This is considered to be a NO RISK study for the individuals, in accordance with Article 11 of 1993 Ministry of Health Resolution 8430, and this study fully respects all provisions in Article 8 of that resolution.

5.1. Research and Ethics Committee (CEI in Spanish)

The study protocol and all its revisions will be reviewed and approved by a CEI. This protocol may be revised at any time. Any systematic change in the activity of the investigation will require approval by the CEI before implementing.

5.2. Ethical execution of the study

This study will be performed in accordance with the protocol, good clinical practices, and other pertinent privacy regulations, as well the INVIMA regulations that govern the execution of clinical studies and ethical principles, which are based on the Helsinki Declaration.

5.3. Confidentiality

The confidentiality of the information obtained will be ensured. The researchers have the technical skills required to perform the study. Only during the preparation of an oral presentation, poster or manuscript can the unidentifiable data be accessed. Identifiable information will not be shared in any publications.
6. **HUMAN RESOURCES**

This project will be conducted with the help of the following human resources.

6.1. **Principal Investigator**

Giancarlo Buitrago, MD, MSc, PhD. Physician. Master in Clinical Epidemiology. Master in Economics. Doctor of Economics.

6.2. **Co-researchers**

### 7. TIMELINE

Time in months: 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presentation to the Research and Ethics Committee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature search</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request for Ministry of Health and Social Protection database</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requests for databases from other entities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design of the municipal panel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of cohorts based on ceasefires</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of information (York)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing of articles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentations at conferences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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